ABSTRACT. In this paper we show that if a group G acts on the graph X under certain generators and relations of G, then X is a tree.
Introduction
The presentation of groups acting on trees known as Bass-Serre theorem has been given iJl], corollary 5.2.
The aim of this paper is to prove the converse of Bass-Serre theorem in the sense that if G is a group acting on a graph X and G has the presentation of corollary 5.2 oft], then X is a tree.
We begin by giving some definitions. Bya graph X we understand a pair of disjoint sets V( X ) and E( X ), with V( X ) non-empty, together with a mapping E( X ) Ṽ ( X)x V( X ),y~ ( o( y ), t( y », andamappingE( X )~E( X ),y~ ysatisfying y = y and o( y ) = t( y ), for all ye E( X). The case y = y is possible for some ye E(X).
A path in a graph Xis defined to be either a single vertex veV( X) (a trivial path), or a finite sequence of edges Yl ' yz ' ..., Yn' n ~ 1 such that t( Yi ) = 0 ( Yi + 1 ) for i =1,2,...,n-l.
ApathYl ,Yz, ;.. Yn is reduced ifYi + 1 ¥ Yi' fori = 1,2, ...,n-l, A gt\ph Xis connected, if for every pair of vertices u and v of V( X ) there is a path Yl ' Yz ' ..., Y nin X such that o( Yl ) = u and t( Yn) = v.
A graph X is called a tree if for every pair of vertices of V( X) there is a unique reduced path in X joining them. A subgraph Yof a graph X consists of sets V( Y) Ṽ (
X) and E( Y ) ~ E( X) such that if ye E( Y), then ye E( Y), o( Y ) and t( Y )
are in V( Y). We write Y k X. We take any vertex to be a subtree without edges. A maximal connected subgraph is called a component. It is clear that a graph is connected if and only if it has only one component.
If Xl and X2 are two graphs then the map /: Xl ~ X2 is called a morphism if/takes vertices to vertices and edges to edges such that
f is called an isomorphism if it is one-to-one and onto, and is called an automorphism if it is an isomorphism and XI = X2 .The automorphisms of X form a group under composition of maps, denoted by Aux ( X).
We say that a group G acts on a graph X if there is a group homomorphism <I> : G Ã ut (X).lfxEXis a vertex or an edge, wewriteg(x) for <I>(g) (x).IfYEE(X), then g( y) = g(Y), g( o(y» = o(g(y », andg( t(y» = t(g(y». The caseg(y) = y for some YE E( X) and gE G may occur. If YE X, (vertex or edge), we define G( y ) = {g( y ) I gE G} and this set is called an orbit. If x, YE X, (vertices or edges) we define G( x,y ) = {gE G I g( y ) = x}, and Gx=G( x, x ), called the stabilizer ofx. For YE E( X), it is clear that Gy is a subgroup of Gu' where UE {o( y ), t( y )} Also if Yis a subset of X then we define G(Y) to be the set G( Y) = {g( y ) I gE G, YE Y}.
It is clear that if XE V( X) and YE E( X), then G( X,Y ) = <1>. For more details about groups acting on graphs we refer the reader to[1.20r 3 I.
Preliminary Definitions and Notation
Throughout this paper G will be a group acting on the graph X, T a subtree of X such that T contains exactly one vertex from each G-vertex orbit, and Ya subtree of X such that Y contains T, and each edge of Y has at least one end in T, and Y contains exactly one edge y(say) from each G-edge orbit such that G( y, y ) = <p, and exactly one pair y. and y from each G-edge orbit such that G( y, Y ) ~ <p.
Properties of T and Y (f) Let yGy y -1 = GJ stand for the set of relations ywy -1 = \jJy ( w), WE Oy .
(3) Let P( Y) stand for the set of generating symbols
and R( Y) stand for the set of relations
Note that if G( y, y) ¥ c!> thenyi E( T). 
Concerning the edge Xv we see that X" exists since Y is a subtree and Xv is unique if vi V( T) and not necessarily unique if VE V( T).
The following proposition will be fundamental for the main theorem. 
Proof
The proof easily follows from proposition 3.2 and (5) above.
Lemma
If G is generated by the set8( Y), then X is connected.
Proof
Let C be a component of X such that C contains Y. We need to show that X = C. This completes the proof.
To prove the main result of this paper we shall therefore a:ssume the following condition on the elements of G. 
Theorem
If 8( Y ) generates G, and G satisfies condition /, then X is a tree.
Proof
By Lemma 3.4, X is connected.
To show that X contains no circuits, that is, no reduced closed paths, we first show that X contains no loops. Suppose that x is a loop in X. Then o( x ) = t( x ). Since G( Y) = X, x = g( y ) for gE G and YE E( Y) and so g( o( g » = g( t( y », hence o( y ) = t( y ) contradicting the assumption that Y is a subtree. Hence X contains no loops.
Let Xl ' ..., xn' n ~ 1 be a close path in X. We need to show that this path is not a circuit, or equivalently, this path is not reduced. Now o( Xl ) = t( xn ) and t( Xj ) ,= o( Xj + 1) for 1:5 i:5 n-l, Since G( Y) = X, therefore,xj = gA Yj ), for g,-E G andYjE E( Y), 1:5 i:5 n. Let Uj = t( Yj ) and Vj = o( Yj) for 1:5 i:5 n. From above we have gl( VI ) = gn( Un ) and gA U;) = gj +.1 ( Vj + 1 ) for 1:5 i:5 n -1. This completes the proof of the main theorem.
We remark that if X is a tree then G satisfies condition I of Theorem 3.5, r41, Corollary 1). In fact Corollary 1 op21 has been proved in case 8( Y ) generates G and G has the presentation < P( Y) I R( Y) without using the assumption that X is a tree. This leads us to the following corollary of Theorem 3.5. 
Applications
In this section we give examples of groups acting on graphs and satisfying condition I of the main theorem. Free groups, free products of groups, free products of groups with amalgamation and HNN groups are examples of groups acting on trees in which condition I is the reduced form of the elements of these groups. For more details about the above groups we refer the reader to [4] .
Free Groups
Let G be a group of base A. Consequently by Theorem 3.5, X is a tree.
Free Products of Groups
Let G = *;EiG;, G; non-trivial, I I I> 1, be a free product of the groups G;
Define the graph X as follows:
For gE G and iE I we define 
